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Two WMCL

The Talent at WMCL

Grads Receive
LRAP-MN Grants

by Dyan Ebert
On March 21, 1992, the Oppenheimer
Court Room on the campus of William
Mitchell was transformed into a theatre.
The Ramsey-Amdahl Senate of the
Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity
sponsored the 10th Annual William
Mitchell Talent Show. This event has
become a time-honored tradition for the
professors, staff, alumni and students of
the school. It is a time for everyone to
get away frc;n the rigors of law school,
and life in general, for a couple of hours
of entertainment. All proceeds from the
talent show are donated to the William
Mitchell Day Care Center.
This year'~ show attracted 14 acts which
performed for a sold-out crowd.
Professor John Sonsteng was the Master
of Ceremonies for the second yiar in a
row. He entertained the crowd between
acts, and showed a lot of talent of his
own, ranging from magic tricks to
rapping. The show opened with the

Professor Goldberg and Professor
Ollphant show they do more then
teach law.

by Christy Rain

Two WMCL graduates, Monica M .
Burczek and Linda K. Osburn, were
awarded grants from the Loan Repayment
Assistance Program of Minnesota (LRAP
MN) during its first cycle.

The Delta The-ta Phi Law Fraternity, organizers of the 10th Annual WMCL
Talent Show
Dean Brooks and the Wild Goose Chase
"Day Care Kids" performing their
"Favorite Anim!ll" story. Latasha Webb Cloggers were back again for another
entertaining clogging routine. Betty
(daughter of WMCL student Hope
Karwiek, Anna Cheny and Pat Dolan
Jensen) and Lena Hobbs performed a
(a.k.a. "Pat and the Pocketparts")
dance routine to a popular song.
p-e rformed a unique story about law
Several students donated their time and - school life, set to the music of "My
Way."
talent to the cause. The performances
ranged from Tom Schmid's rendition of
The talent show also attracted a couple
"Mac the Knife" to Kelly Morgan' s
of alums to the stage. Louise Bruce
classical violin solo. Betsy Hayes and
Tom Williams both performed self
braved the crowd with a stand-up
composed guitar pieces. Guns 'n Roses
routine and Larry McDonnough showed
"Patience" was brought to life by Mike
his talent on the piano with an original
jazz piece.
Bjerke. Tom Plunkett and Adam
Lockhart got the audience involved in
their act by inviting them to join the duo
Overall, this year's talent show was a
on stage for a song. Anchiel Buggs was huge success. Through the sale of
coaxed into her piano performance on tickets, t-shirts and intermission
the morning of the show, but her refreshments, the fraternity raised
$951.50 for the WMCL Child Care
performance that evening was far from
Center. The fraternity would like to
unrehearsed.
thank everyone who participated in the
A few professors also got involved. event and everyone who contributed to
Professors Goldberg and Oliphant the cause. We hope next year's show
played th~ir guitars and sang folk songs.
will be as great a success as this year's.

William Mitchell -Raises Successful
Defense to Res lpsa Challenge
by Mark Curwin
The battle lines were drawn in blue and
red. The opposition had formulated an
imposing stable of associates and
appeared confident of having a great
oppo_rtunity for victory. The defenders
were small in numbers but had
precedent on their side. The honorable
enforcers of the bench had arrived in
their black and white and all rose to
pledge their allegiance to the Hag.
Then the puck was dropped and all
formality and civility was cast aside as

Hamline and William Mitchell went
head-to-head, toe-to-toe and end-to-end
in the annual Res Ipsa Cup hockey
challenge to benefit charity. In what has
become a classic spring rite, the William
Mitchell hockey team successfully
defended its possession of the imposing
Res Ipsa Cup in a thrilling victory over
Hamline Law School at the Roseville Ice
Arena on April 4.
When the ice shavings had settled and
the players had regained their scholarly
composure, the Willies vigorously
celebrated_a stunning last-second 6-5

victory over the Hams to retain
possession of the Cup. Not only had the
Willies retained their title, but they,
along with the Hams, had succeeded in
raising $1,500 for the Ronald McDonald
House through the sale of tickets to the
game.
The season started in January with a
number of practices which were open to
all William Mitchell students interested
in participating in this charity event.
The early turnout was strong and among
the participants were both men and
See IPSA,

page 3

Burcz.ek, a Mid-Minnesota Legal Assistance
attorney in the metro area received a $4,861
LRAP-MN grant; Osburn, a Mid
Minnesota Legal Assistance attorney based
in Little Falls MN, which includes areas
such as Mille Lacs Reservation, received a
$5,524 LRAP-MN grant.
LRAP-MN provides educational loan
ieimbursement to Minnesota law school
graduates who use their degree in the area
of public interest. The initial work on the
program was started by students from all
three schools and the Minnesota Justice
Foundation in 1987. LRAP-MN was
incorporated iri 1991.
"LRAP-MN was started to aid law
graduates who have a desire to practice
public interest law but large educational
debt and low-paying public interest jobs
would otherwise prevent them," said Amy
Itoku, WMCL 2L and a member of the
LRAP-MN Board of Directors.

a

Itoku said that the Board was excited to be
able to award over $43,000 to 11 recipients.
The grants awarded ranged from $1,293 to
$6,880. LRAP-MN received 57 grant
applications.
The program's initial funding is from the
student body of the University of
Minnesota, the Otto Bremer Foundation of
St. Paul, the Minnesota State Bar
Foundation, the Hennepin County Bar
Foundation and the Board of the Lawyer's
Trust Account.
LRAP-MN's next grant cycle will be
announced in the fall. Eligibility
requirements in the next grant cycle may
change but during the first grant cycle,
eligible applicants must have earned less
than $30,000 (according to LRAP-MN
allowances), graduated from a Minnesota
law school in 1988 or after, and be
employed full-time in a qualifying
organization, such as a non-profit or a local.
state, federal, or international government
organization.

Further questions about the program may
be directed in writing to LRAP-MN, 514
Nicollet Mall, Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN,
5.5402 or bycalling 673-6315.

Korea's Implementation of a Notification System for
Foreign Direct Investment and USTR's Trade Policy
by Yukyun Shin

How equitable and balanced is the
United States Trade Representative's
(USTR) trade policy with trading
partners? How even-handed are the
USTR's trade negotiations with Korea
and Japan?
Korea adopted a notification system for
foreign direct investments on March 1,
1991 by revising the existing Foreign
Capital Inducement Act (FCIA). This
action was taken in an effort to comply
with the agreement following the
bilateral trade negotiations between
Korea and the United States in 1988.
That agreement provi~~d action
programs for Korea to take regarding
liberalization measures of foreign
investment, a time frame for approval of
investment applications, steps leading to
adoption of a notification system for
foreign investment, and steps to phase
out local equity participation
requirements.!
The FCIA, as amended, allows
manufacturing projects whose foreign
investment ration does not exceed 50
percent to be qualified for acceptance
by notification to the Ministry of
Finance (MOF) or the Bank of Korea
(BOK), which is the central bank of
Korea.
Under the system, if no notice of
acceptance or denial is given within the
stipulated proces_sing pe rio d, the
notification is regarded ·as accepted on
the date after the expiration of such
processing period.
The notification system is designed on a
limited basis to automatically approve
an application of foreign direct
investment without consultation with
other ministries. Accordingly, the
automatic approval system previously
adopted since 1984, under which the
government approves specific foreign
investment projects without review of

the Foreign Capital Project Review
Committee, was abolished as of March
1, 1991.
The notification system does not,
however, apply to the projects listed on
the Negative List2, wholesale and retail
businesses, designated businesses which
only small and medium-sized
enterprises are allowed to enter, and
industries in which legislation limits the
foreign equity ratio.3 In addition, even
if a project is subject to the notification
system, the Korean government may
not accept the notification in
consideration of any of the following
elements:
national
security,
maintenance of public order or
protection of public health, morality
and national environment, fulfillment of
international peace or security
obligations, prevention of invt:stments
which will result in monopolistic or
predatory practices in the Korean
market, and violation of the Antitrust
and Fair Trade Act of Korea.4
The MOF or BOK may seek opinions of
the relevant ministries if he/she deems
it necessary to determine whether a
notification of foreign investment falls
under any of the above-mentioned
considerations.5 The disapproving
.c onsiderations may be vague to some
extent, but . the legitimacy of the
disapproving considerations are
consistent with the U.S. Exon-Florio
provisions (prohibiting foreigner's
direct investment in "national security"
industries; the U.S. government has
refused to define national security and
threatens divestiture of any acquisition
not notified) stipulated in the Defense
Production Act Extension and
Amendments of 1991 of the U.S. See
50 U.S.C.A. App. 2170.
In any event, the MOF or BOK should
accept the notification within 20 days
after the notification date when the
foreign investment ratio is less than 50
percent or the investment amount is

less than 3 million dollars.6 Otherwise,
the time period of the acceptance is 30
days. 7 However, the period is 60 days
in the event that opinions of the
relevant ministries are sought or an
applied project is referred by MOF or
BOK for review to the Foreign Capital
Project Review Committee in
connection with the need to determine
whether
the
disapproving
considerations are involved.8 How,
then, did the Korean government adopt the notification system without any
serious resistance from within? Despite
the Korean government's statement
that it has decided to adopt the
notification system to cope with the
changing international economic
environments, I believe Korea was in
large part forced to adopt the
notification system anew by the
pressure of the USTR. I also believe
this pressure was exerted probably
without an in-depth analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of the
existing automatic approval system. As
mentioned above, the automatic
approval system adopted since 1984 was
to approve foreign investments which
were not subject to prohibition or
restriction based on the Negative List
and the amount of which was under a
certain amount level without review of
the Foreign Capital Project Review
Committee. Actually, several rounds of
bilateral negotiation had been held
between Korea and the United States
since late 1984. In regard to the foreign
dire ct investment in Korea, the
exchange of the Letter of Mutual
Agreement Regarding Trade Issues
between the Government of the
Republic of Korea and the Government
of the United States of America
concluded on May 19, 1988, was the
latest development. The Agreem ent
reflected a mutual understanding of the
actions that Korea had agreed to take
with respect to foreign investment in
the country. The Agreement was an
outcome of the USTR's threat to invoke
the "Super 301" Article of the Omnibus

Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988
(retaliation grounded on identification
of trade barriers to market access). On
the negotiating table, Korea was
vulnerable to the retaliatory duties and
other import restrictions which might
be imposed by U.S. or Korean exports,
if it did not accommodate U.S.
complaints. Thus, Korea was virtually
forced to accept various heavy-handed
proposals of the United States to avoid
unilateral trade sanctions. Barring a
necessity of its own for Korea, it is true,
to a greater extent, that Korea's
adoption of the notification system was
made because of the pressure of the
United States which appeared in the
form of the exchange of tlie abovementioned Agreement.
··
Therefore, unlike Japan, it should not
take couple of years for Korea to
approve the foreign direct investment.

a

See TRADE, page 3

CORRECTION

The enlarged 9uote in Yukyun Shin and Bill Butle(s
article "USTR s Ill-Balanced Treatment of Trading
Partners and Japan lobbyists in the U.S." should
have read, "The U.S. should treat all its trading
partners fairly and should nQi buckle under to
Japanese pressure..."
In Marl< Curwm's.article "Environm ental laws in
practire: One attorney's perspective· the name of !he
attorney interviewed from lindqufst & Vennum is
Joseph Maternowski.
The headline fo r the article dedicated to Judge
Edward James Devitt should have read •Judge
Edward Devitt"
The flm.tJ]Qn staff would like to apologize for any
inconvenience or embarrassment these errors may
have caused.
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Why Is It••.

could actually helpthe WMCLstudents save some money through the
purchase of aloser printer.

by Margie SkeJton

...fhot Iwrite this "Why Is tr column? Many comical WMCL students hove
asked this question, so in this lost I991-1992 school year column I'll
answer it. Basically, the column allows students to ask anonymous
questions about things that bug them (allowing me to toke the heal). On
several occasions changes occurred oher the "Why Is It" column was written
addressing aspecific issue. Was it the column or was it ocoincidence -you
be the judge..•

...that Hachey Commons doesn't hove regular hours, opening sometime
belWeen I I:00 o.m. and 12:00 p.m. and closing sometime between 5:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m.? Does it depend on how late the kitchen crew stayed
out the night before and whether or not someone hos adote that night?
...that the SBA board elects SBA officers in adosed election, yet allows non
boardmembers to ask the candidates questions? Why not just hove on
open election?
...thot it's asecret that editors chosen for low review get asubstantial cut in
tuition? Is the school afraid that if it gets out the low review editors hove o
greater chance of getting mugged in the halls of WMCL?
·
...that one person in doss always waits until break time to ask that ten
minute question?

...that WMCL studenls ore supporling lhe Kinko's on Snelling by paying 79<

I) The change-stealing gum wos removed from the Hachey vending
machines.
2) The library changed from having one key for all the study rooms -which
they guarded sacrilegiously -lo keys for all the study rooms that you could
keep while using the room.
3) The SBAallowed the student bodylofindout what actually goes on in
those meetings bypublishing the minutes in the Docket.
4) Aclock wosplaced in the auditorium, so that everyone could discretely
look up at the wall every fiheen minutes instead of obviously looking of
their wrisls.

for each laser-printed cover letter, when students ot Hamline and the Uof M Iwould like to thank the WMCL student body, because there would be no
have access to loser printers ot school? Maybe the recent hike in tuition
column without its monthly contributions.
P AGE2
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from page 1

women, novices and former college level
players. The practices were a great
opportunity to stretch out those stiff
muscles and prepare for the task ahead
of defeating the worthy opponent. As
the practice sessions wore on, the ranks
of the players were thinned by papers,
assignments, and various other
obligations. But the nucleus of the team
remained and with the end of the
practice sessions came the task of selling
the tickets and preparing for the game.
The game was awesome. Hamline
arrived with 24 players looking to wrest
the Cup from the grasp of William
Mitchell, but the enduring 11 Willies
were not to be denied. The Willies
came out strong and jumped to a 3-1
lead at the end of the first period by
relying on some strong goaltending by
Mike Milo who continued his great play
throughout the rest of the game.
Hamline stormed back in the second
period and managed to tie the game at
3-3. Despite being outmanned, the
Willies would not concede the Cup
without a fight and the third period
developed into a hard, grinding period in
which the teams traded goals on their
way to a 5-5 tie. Hamline had an
apparent goal called off by the referee
with just over a minute left and it
appeared that the game was headed for

TRADE,
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overtime. But William Mitchell had
saved their star witness for the end of
this challenge: with only one second
remaining in the third period, Chris
Wilton worked himself free at center ice
and raced in to fire a blistering slapshot
which had Hamline's goalie frozen in
place as the puck bounced out of the net
while the buzzer sounded the end of the
game.
The largely partisan Hams crowd was
stunned into silence and the Hamline
players slumped in defeat. On the other
end.of the ice, though, the enduring 11
had been transformed into the ecstaticll
as they celebrated with a victory lap
around the rink with Cup raised high. It
was an exhilarating end to a long evening
of intense competition in which both
teams had successfully made a
significant contribution to charity and
William Mitchell had again exercised its
mperior hockey talents in defense of the
Res Ipsa Cup. Precedent rules again!
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The enduring 11 include:
Tom
Alexander, Bill Butler, Mark Curwin,
Jim Kohl, Ian MacKinnon, Monte
·Miller, Mike Milo, Shawn Baiter, Tom
Walker, Bruce Werner, Chris Wilton.
Great game guys and on to next year's
challenge!

.

from page 2
has not yet challenged EC's 1991
decision oflevying an anti-dumping duty
on Nutrasweet-exported aspartame.

Toys "R" Us officials spent three years
negotiating the maze of Japanese
bureaucracy for a direct investment in
Japan.9 Japan tried to protect the
country's shopkeepers from big retailers,
but rmally agreed to limit the approval
process for large-store applications to
under 18 months as a result of the
bilateral negotiations known as the
Structural Impediments Initiative (SIi)
with the U.S. in April 1990. Actually, 18
months is a considerably long period of
time. Still, Japan's willingness to comply
with the agreement is in serious doubt in
light of the case for Toys "R" Us Co., as
has usually been the case with the
Japanese antinomic attitude. The U.S.
has chronically run a trade deficit of
some 40 to 50 billion dollars a year with
Japan, whereas it incurred a relatively
small trade deficit with Korea during the
period of 1982 to 1990 only. Japan
enjoys approximately 24 percent of the
market share in the American
automotive market, while Korea assumes
only one percent of the market share. A
number of American traders have
grumbled about the difficulty of
exporting goods to Japan. The United
States should have closely scrutinized
and sanctioned systematic import
barriers of Japan. Likewise, the United
States also appears to show a discordant
trade policy vis-a-vis the EC which is not
consistent with its basically tough
posture toward Korea. For example, the
USTR challenged before CATT Korea's
anti-dumping decision against Du Pont
exported polyacetal resin immediately
after Korea decided to impose a lesser
anti-dumping duty in 1991, whereas it

One can legitimately feel that Korea, as
a smaller country, has received more
economic and trade pressures from the
United States than the United States
dares place on Japan and the European
Community. With respect to trade
matters, the United States should put
the same degree of pressures on Japan
and the EC as it has exercised toward
Korea, if it identifies unfair trade
practices ofthose countries.
The United States is encouraged not to
take seriously a foreign country's
economic power and influence into
account when formulating trade policy.
The trade policy of the United States
represented by the USTR should not be
implemented in ways which prejudice
certain trading partners in a weaker
position.
1. See Foreign Capital Inducement Act
(FCIA) of Korea, Articles 7-3 and 7-4;
Enforcement Decree of the FCIA Articles
8,9and9-2
2. The Negative System covers all industries
in which foreign investment can be allowed
except for the industries prohibited or
restricted by reasons of extensive land
holdings, damaging effect on the social
morality or direct adverse effect on the
livelihood of farmers and fishers, etc. See
generally FCIA Article 7, para. 2
3. See FCIA Articles 7 and 7-3
4. See FCIA Decree Article 8, para. 3
5. See Id. at Article 8, para 4
6. See Id. at Article 9, para 1, Item 1
7. See FCIA Article 7-3, para 1
8. See FCIA Decree Article 9, para. 1, Item 2
9. The World "S" Ours, Newsweek, p. 47,
March 23, 1992
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Why, then, does the USTR not hammer
Japan with the similar strength which hit
Korea on the negotiating table?
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Campaign 92:

How to Get Involved
More than four hundred college and
university students from across the
country will have the opportunity to be
part of the presidential qominating
process through The Washington
Center's Campaign '92 programs on site
at the national political conventions this
summer. Students have the option to
participate in a two week academic
seminar on location at the Democratic
National Convention in New York City
from July 5 - 18, 1992 and/or the
Republican National Convention in
Houston, Texas from August 9 - 22,
1992.

Each program will consist of guest
speakers, debates, discussions, site visits,
and workshops relating to the
presidential campaign and the party
convention.
During the actual
convention, students will be given
fieldwork assignments with the
candidates' campaigns, state delegations,
media organizations, party officials,
convention organizers, interest groups,
or other organizations with convention
responsibilities. Most colleges will
award between two and six credits to
students for completion of the seminar.

Honorary Chairs for The Washington
Center's Campaign '92 programs are
Frank Fahrenkopf, Jr., former
Republican National Committee Chair
and Charles Manatt, former Democratic
National Committee Chair.
The Washington Center is the largest
independent, non-profit, educational
organization that provides internships
and other experiential learning programs
to college students.
Since the
organization
was
founded
in
Washington, D.C. in 1975, some 17,000

students representing more than 800
colleges and universities have
participated in The Washington Center's
programs.
Applications for the Campaign '92
programs will be accepted on a first
come/first seIVe basis until all available
spaces are filled. To receive an
application or further information,
contact Maury Tobin, The Washington
Center, 750 First Street NE, Suite 650,
Washington, D.C., 20002, (202) 3367563, FAX (202) 336-7609.

We Need More than Protest Candidates
by Richard Baum
Politics in America is in an upheaval.
With Congress awash in scandals and
the presidential campaign a media
circus, it seems like everyone is looking
for a chance to cast a protest vote. As
attractive as the thought may be, the
casting of a protest vote may be the last
thing this country needs. A protest vote
would skirt the real problem with this
country, which is our inability to take
care of our nation to ensure its
continued viability in the years to come.
For some reason our nation has become
blind to reality and has been allowed to
slide from its lofty position in the world.
What this nation needs is not a protest
candidate, but a candidate that can offer
substantial solutions to our problems.

Consider our choices for front-runner
candidates: Jerry Brown, Bill Clinton or
George Bush. Of course, there are also
the protest candidates: Pat Buchanan or
Ross Perot. Can any of these characters
actually put this country on the road to
recovery? Perot may come the closest to
actually identifying the ills of this nation
(such as our inability to control an
obscenely large deficit), but the obvious
concern is whether he could actually
come up with a plan. Buchanan is just
as frightening as David Duke. In fact, I
would bet money that the two are
actually twins separated at birth. We are
fortunate that Buchanan has been more
of an annoyance to Bush than a serious
threat.
How about Jerry Brown? My ciuija
board says he might be good if we all

lived in the Biosphere 2 facility, so mark
him off the list. George Bush? This guy
needs some lessons in how to prese~t a
good image before he goes to Penney's
again in search of socks to ostensibly
jump- start the economy.
His
accomplishments in the foreign policy
arena, due undoubtedly to extremely
good luck, have buoyed him much
longer than necessary, and have helped
him to lose sight of the serious domestic
troubles that plague this country. Bill
Clinton? How can he claim to have
"smoked" pot but never inhaled and
keep a straight face when talking about
it? As unsinkable as he seems at the
moment, I cannot believe that his luck
will last. Actually, Clinton's wife Hillary
seems more capable of handling the job
than he does. She is bright, articulate,
and does not bake cookies. Besides,

maybe it is time that a woman occupied
the White House as President.
I guess it all boils down to the fact that
this country needs to recognize where
we have gone wrong over the past 10 to
is-years. From there we must stop
'---acting like Lee lacocca by blaming
others for our mistakes and take charge.
Unfortunately, this current crop of
candidates does not seem to be up to
this task.

SBA
Under New
Management
by Kimberly K. Halva

Students Interested in New ABA Chapter
by Tenance Newby
Several students have expressed an
interest in organizing an official
chapter of the American Bar
Association I Law Student Division at
William Mitchell. The ABA is the

largest organization of attorneys in the
country, with ovei: 350,000 members
nationwide. The Law Student Division
is designed to get law students involved
in the ABA by providing special
programs and literature in various legal
fields of interest. More information

involving the new chapter will be
available during fall registration.
Interested students should stop by
Dean Cabrera's office, or contact
Terrence Newby at 227-9080 for more
information.

In Two Cases of Landmark Beer!

he Spring Opinion Quiz
inner will be drawn from entries with
. This director was famous for his
plifting stories about the common man.
e ma-de the holiday classic "It's a
onderfu1 Life" and won an Oscar for the
lark Gable - Claudette Colbert oomedy
It Happened One Night."
·. The melting point of iron is 2765
egrees F. At 5402 degrees F., iron
hanges phase again. What form does
on have above 5402 degrees F.? .
. This playwright has twice won the
ulitzer Prize and lived in St. Paul until
ery recently. He prefers to do his writing
bars, and was a regular at Sweeney's
d Tommy K's. He is writing a cycle of
lays about the American black
xperience in each decade of. the
entieth century.
. This English woman writer had two
PACE 4

1930s, and the Dymaxion House after
World War II, but is most famous for his
creation of the geodesic dome. He
~developed the "World G.a me" (which
continues at the World Game Institute in
Pennsylvania) with which he hoped to
5. What well-known, romantic, European
demonstrate that "we have the means to
city is at about the same latitude (45
degrees north) as'thei'wm'Cities?
· · - · · provide, for e;,.ery human be'ing on Earth,
a higher standard of living than that of any
pre-twentieth century monarch."
6. One of the Beatles biggest hit singles,
9. This black woman ran for president in
this 1968 song broke conve11tion and
1972 w.hile she was repT.esenting
challenged radio's rigid play standards by
Brooklyn, NY iil the U.S. Congress. She
being over seven minutes long.
is a dynamic speaker and had Hubert
Hum~hrey as a friend and.mentor.
7. A simple model of this device was
created by an ancient Greek, but it was
10. He was governor of New York and in
not perlected for commercial use until
1928 was the first Catholic to be a major
James Watt did so in the late I700's. In
party candidate for president. Anti
the following hundred years it
Catholics feared that, if elected, he would
revolutionized transportation worldwide.
have the Pope move in right -next to the
White House. After losing the election he
8. This visionary American architect held - sent Pope Pius xt a one wo.rd telegram:
"Unpack."
dozens of patents, wrote 25 books,
including "I Seeni to be a Verb,"·invented
the 3-wheeled Dymaxion Car in the
sisters who were also novelists. Her story
about Cathy and Heathcliff has been
called "the strangest love story ever told."

As the new SBA Chairperson I would
like to introduce to you the new '92-'93
Student Bar Association Board.

Chairperson: Kimberly Halva
Vice Chair: Jay Klaphake
Secretary: Hope Jensen
Treasurer: James Heine
Representatives:

John Trout
Phong Luong
Charles Oliver
MarkGlobus
Steven Riesterer
Scott Simmons
Mike Dees
Darryl Mitchell
The Student Bar Association (SBA) is
here to pro_m nte understanding among
students and faculty, expand interest in
the legal profession, and to provide
social activities for the student body.
As your representatives we need your
input to effectively address your
concerns. If you have any ideas we
urge you to contact any member ofthe
boa;rd, or submit. the~ personally to
theiSBA mailbox or office. The SBA
offic:e is adjacent to Hachey Commons
in room 129.
We look forward to working with you
in ~e upcoming school ye!).r. Thank
you for your support.

Justices Marshall and Thomas Efectively Illustrate the
Complexities of Affirmative Action

by Henry Evans

The personalities of Supreme Court
Justices Thurgood Marshall and
Clarence Thomas clashed in the
Oppenheimer Courtroom with a mock
debate on affirmative action. The Black
Law Students Association (BLSA)
sponsored the activity, which filled the
Courtroom.

The participants in the debate effectively
communicated the different attitudes of
affirmative action. The debate was a
dramatic presentation. Steven Zachary,
a
professor
of
employment
discrimination, represented Justice
Thomas' attitudes on affirmative action.
Calvin Scott, Zacha:ry's colleague at the
St. Paul Department of Human Rights,
represented Justice Marshall's attitudes
on affirmative action. These men were
consistent in their roles for the hour
long presentation.

himself as a venerable justice, who
would play the role of Socrates by being
a gadfly to Justice Thomas. He stated
that affirmative action works as an "old
boys club" for minorities. By appealing
to the ethos of American society Justice
Marshall effectively clashed with Justice
Thomas' idea. He argued that if
America adopted Justice Thomas' idea
that affirmative action is not needed,
that America would adopt a reactive
policy. This type of policy is un
American because in America everyone
is equal, he said.

In the second layer of his argument
Justice Thomas applied his definition to
the employment setting. He recalled
from his EEOC experiences that many
hiring committees will choose the
lowest-qualified minority person to fulfill
the business quota obligation. He stated
that this type of hiring practices
increases racism because the less
qualified people are hired
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In his third layer of argument Justice
Thomas applied his definition to the
-;_
education setting. He claimed that :l
many institutions of higher education
will also choose the least-qualified
candidates so these people will flunk out.
Justice Thomas concluded with the
argument that without affirmative action
the best people are selected for
employment or education positions. His
conclusion was the apex of his argument.
Thomas' accumulation was effective
because he illustrated how affirmative
action can harm our society.

style of ·communication was extremely
educational for diversity week. This
writer hopes to learn from similar
experiences in the future.

Journalists like to draw quick
conclusions on who wins debates. This
writer, however, will make no such
conclusion. Both participants, as well as
eve:ryone who attended this debate, was
a winner. The speakers communicated
with the audience through their

Zachary and Scott used different
techniques of persuasion, while they
animated Shakespeare's words, "All the
world's a stage", in their 15 minute
presentations.
Justice Thomas (Zachary), who had the
more difficult role, effectively mastered
Winston Churchill's technique of
"accumulation of argument." Churchill
defined this in his essay, "The
Scaffolding of Rhetoric." He stated a
speaker must illustrate his/her argument,
either inductively or deductively, by
layering idea A on top of idea B until the
argument is abstractly illustrated. The
acting Justice Thomas mastered this
technique in the first layer of his
argument by defining affirmative action
as a means to justify racism.

different delivery styles. The audience
won because it was enlightened by the
communication that took place. This
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Got Those Law School Blues?
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To Live Music That's First Class!

Justice Marshall (Scott), who had the
easier role, used a technique from the
Greek Sophist school of persuasion.
First, Marshall analyzed his audience.
He noted, while Thomas was speaking,
that the audience was for affirmative
action. From there he created an
excellent rapport with the audience,
which allowed him to be an effective
speaker. Justice Marshall's first sentence
was, "I am not going to talk at you;
rather, talk with you about affrrmative
action."
::·-·-- · -... --
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Second, Justice Marshall expressed
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Donors needed
Dear William Mitchell community,
I am writing to ask for your help. My
father has been diagnosed with chronic
leukemia and he needs a bone marrow
transplant to be cured. If your blood
characteristics match his, you may be
able to donate marrow for him.
Currently there are about 450,000
people who have given a blood sample to
the National Marrow Donor Program,
and out of those only 30 percent match
someone in need of a transplant. The
NMDP is hoping to get one million
donors so that people like my father will
not have to wait for months, or years, for
a matching donor to be found.
In order to be tested as a possible donor
all you need to do is give two
tablespoons of blood. The Red Cross

provides free testing for the national
registry, and there are other centers
across the country which offer national
testing for free or for the cost of
processing the test. If you are a donor
candidate, the recipient donee's
insurance pays for additional testing and
your expenses for the extraction of
marrow.
For more information please call your
local Red Cross or Blood Service Center,
or the National Marrow Donor Program
at 1-800-654-1247.
Thank you very, very much for your
help.
Sincerely,
Molly Ready
1633 Laurel Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104

Disappointed Reader
Dear Editor:
I am sorry to say that I was deeply
disappointed in much of the March,
1992 issue. It was unfortunate that the
front page carried a column headed
Memoria [sic] which was meant to be a
tribute to the late, beloved Judge Ed
Devitt but which was sadly marred by a
weird, surrealistic picture and a headline
that called the judge "James."
Even more distressing, however, is the
increasing tendency of the publication to
glorify drinking through sophomoric Bar
Review columns and to devote

substantial space to general sports
topics.
The page and a half of sports articles
that have nothing to do with the law
school are a waste of space. Stephen
Kelly's analysis of local bars is shallow,
shabby and sexist. Much in this issue
looks like the work of immature college
boys who take adolescence as an excuse
to act tough - and to look foolish.

If you can't do better than this, why
bother?
Doug Heidenreich

The Editors Respond
The editors and staff would like to
apowgize for the ine-xcusable error in the
headline of the article dedicated to the
memory of Judge Devitt. We have
refined our editing procedure so
mistakes like that one, and others which
occurred in our last issue, will not be
repeated.
The editors are responsible for editing
and putting the paper together. The
content of the paper consists entirely of
articles submitted by the student body.
We ask permission to reprint
particularly timely articles from other
publications, and attempt to get students
to write articles. However, we can't
force students to write and submit
articles. One e-xample is our attempt to
require student organizations to submit
one article during the year about the

organiza,tion. By the end of this school
year, many organizations had not
complied and the requirement was voted
down by the SBA.
Th~ editors of The Opinion strongly
believe in the student body's First
Amendment rights. We will publish
anything submitted, as long as the
author is willing to take credit for it. If
other students or professors disagree
with a specific article, they also have the
right to submit an article.
The best answers to complaints about the
content of The Opinion is submission of
a substantive article.

The Editors

Student Owned?
Dear Editor:
Constant press concerning the quality of
education in America, recent readings
concerning the history of education, and
two years at William Mitchell prompt
me to write. Before beginning the body
of this letter, it seems appropriate fo
qualify on two counts. First, it contains
much that is opinion. And second, I can
truthfully say I am thankful for the
opportunity to be a student at William
Mitchell, and enjoy coming to school
each day because of the many wonderful
people here, both fell ow students and
professors alike.
Buried in the annals of the history of
education is the notion that it is the
consumers of education who should have
the control over their education. Long
ago it was groups of students who
banded together to hire teachers of their
own choosing to teach them what they
both wanted and needed to learn.
Today we see educators proposing new
ideas to beef up what is constantly seen
as a decline in American education. Yet
all of those proposals seem to have one
~bing in common. They maintain the
status quo as far as control over
education, with that control, of course,
being in the hands of the educators
themselves. It is time to take a good
hard look at where things began. To
return to the notion that it is the
consumer buying the product who is in
control.
How does all of this relate to William
Mitchell. Well, an analysis of all of the
complaint letters in recent issues of The
Opinion shows that most of these letters
fall into one of two categories, money or
policy. It seems that each issue of The
Opinion contains yet another complaint
concerning the roped off parking spaces
in the parking lot for which students
have paid money. We have heard from
students who are parents complain about
the extent to which child care is
provided. We have seen complaints
about both the prices and services in
Hachey Commons. And we have heard
complaints about professors not handing
in grades on time, being nonresponsive
to students, etc.
William Mitchell is a corporation, is it
not? Well, how about this for an idea?
At some point, maybe next year, or
maybe a few years from now, how about
a trip to the board of directors meeting
to ask the board to consider a proposal
to do an initial or secondary offering
(whichever the case may be) whereby
each student pays $1000.00 for a share
of stock in the corporation. After all, the
school is here to serve the student,
would not exist but for the student, and
thus it is the student who should have
the "ownership" position in it.
I can just hear the howls from the
hallowed halls of William Mitchell right
now. Those in positions of power will
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surely think student ownership a poor
idea, and every student would say that
they pay enough money already. But
with over a thousand students the school
is looking at a million dollar windfall
which could be used to start something
that every school should have, but as far
as I know this school does not have. And
that is an endowment fund.
This fund would of course be invested
with the stipulation that the corp-us
never be touched. However, after a
period of growth the income could be
used for some pretty good things, such
as providing more scholarships to needy
students, holding down the cost of things
in Hachey Commons, expanding day
care facilities, expanding parking options
for both professors and students alike,
raising salaries to exceptionally qualified
professors, and other expenditures as the
board sees fit. The very existence of an
endowment fund might a.lso tend to
cause alumni to contribute to the fund,
thereby allowing the school to earn more
money which would allow even greater
things to happen, such as buying
property on the north side of the school
to build an apartment building for
students who wish to live close to school.
This might foster a sense of community
at William Mitchell that at times seems
to be sorely lacking, as well as clearing
up a lot of parking problems with the
addition of an underground parking lot.
And of course, as each student leaves
William Mitchell, he or she could sell his
or her share of stock to an incoming
student, thereby getting back the money
that was paid in.
In exchange for this windfall, the
students would of course elect the Board
of Directors. While the board needs to
have members of the legal community
and educators, it would seem prudent
that the students have a few seats on the
Board as well. As always, the board
would continue to hire the
administration, which @versees the
faculty and staff, which oversees the
students. One big circle so to speak, but
with one major distinction from the way
it is now. The students are in the circle
twice as both consumer and overseer.
And this is as it should be because the
school should be governed by the
majority will of the people from who it
derives its support.
I realize that this letter is simplistic in
that it does not convey the complexity
required for the implementation of its
ideas. However, it is offered because of
a great fondness for William Mitchell
College of Law, and because the first
step in any great endeavor concerning
change for the better must be a
proposal, followed by a healthy and
heated discourse.
Sincerely,
Kevin Kolosky

Highlighting the College's Commitment to Diversity
by Ignatius Udeanl.
Black Law students Association
As you know, William Mitchell College of Law recently
sponsored another annual "Diversity Week". This is a time
that the college has set aside to highlight its commitment to
each one of us for being who and what we are in a world of
personal and social differences. The week was characterized
by a diversity of events. I did manage to attend two of the
events. If you partook in, or attended any of the activities,
then I should say that you surely learned something, because
the people that have shared their experiences with me stated
that it was quite a worthy experience and that they are
looking forward to ''Diversity Week" in 1993.
One of the events was a mock debate between former Justice
Thurgood Marshall and Justice Clarence Thomas. The
debate centered on the issue of affirmative action. Both
Justices effectively agreed with each other about the need for
affirmative action. However, they vehemently disagreed
about the causality and practicality of affirmative action.
The crux of Justice Thomas' argwnent was that the process
by which the currenl affirmative action plans seek to bring
about the inclusion of every segment of society is simply a

manifestation of rigidity and misguidance. He argued the
current affirmative action plans discriminate among members
within the "protected" class. The core of that contention is
that an employer will not bother to spend the resources that
is required to hire the best qualified members of a given
protected class. All an employer will seek to do is to "get the
monkey off its back'' by maintaining a given numerical quota.
Justice Thomas' argument reminded me of the argument that
Shelby Steele made in his book The Content of Character.
By the way, Shelby Steele is an African American. I feel the
validity of the following argument is more of an exception
than it is a rule with respect to the comment about blacks.

"If opportunity is a chance to succeed it is also a chance to
fail". The vulnerability of blacks to hidden inferiority anxiety
makes failure a much more imposing prospect. If a black
pursues an opportunity in the mainstream, for example,
opening a business or applying for a challenging job or
difficult promotion, and fails, that failure can be used by the
anti-self to create both personal and racial inferiority. Such
diminishment and shame will tap an impersonal, as well as
personal, source of doubt. When a white fails, he alone fails.
His doubt is strictly personal, which gives him control over
the failure. He can discover bis mistakes, learn the reasons
he made them, and try again. But for the black, laboring

under the myth of inferiority, s/he will have this impersonal,
culturally determined doubt with which to contend. This
form of doubt robs him of a degree of control over his failure
since he alone cannot eradicate the cultural myth that plagues
him. There is a certain degree of impersonality to bis failure
that will constitute an added weight of doubt.
The effect of this is to make mainstream opportmrity more
intimidating and risky for blacks. This is made worse in that
blacks, owing to past and present deprivations, may come to
the mainstream in the frrst place with a lower self-esteem.
High risk and low self-esteem is hardly the best combination
with which to tackle the challenges of a highly advanced
society where others have been blessed by history with a very
clear advantage. Under these circumstances, opportunity
may seem more a chance to fail than a chance to succeed
("..."). I be]jeve, one of the reasons for the sharp decline in
the number of blacks entering college, even as many colleges
launch recruiting drives, is ... opportunity aversion".
S. STEELE, The Content of Our Character 49 (1990).
During the mock debate, Justice Marshall, in a stark and
contrasting view, differed from Justice Thomas. In his

See DIVERSITY, page 8

Painful Reminiscence
by Pamela I. Hester (Boney)
When I first walked through the doors of 875 Summit Avenue
in St. Paul I was awed. I started in the Summer Enrichment
Program directed by Dick Cabrera. I was given the
opportunity to be in this program because I had been out of
the school setting for a length of time. Phebe Haugen was my
first law professor, teaching TORTS I. This class was a
wonderful introduction to the world of law and the law school.

If not for Professor Haugen, I might have dropped out of 1,w
school. In the fall semester, when all the students were
present, I was able to get in touch with reality. In PROPERTY
I a student actually believed Native Americans were savages!.
Through the semester, many people in my section also
expressed their shock that William Mitchell allowed some
students to attend summer school when they weren't as smart
as the rest of the students at school. And they also said how
dare the school allow those with low GPA and LSAT scores to
attend the college, let alone get a head start on everyone else
by attending summer school. "If they can't cut the mustard,
get rid of them!" Needless to say, their assumptions about the
Summer Enrichment Program were wrong.
Another shock for me was that when I tried to join a study
group I was often denied or told times where groups would

meet, only to find out when I anived the group was canceled,
or changed locations, and they ahwys forgot to let me know.
Many white students were shocked that peopl!= of color
attended. the- law school. and stated they lacked intelligence.
U ofortunatel.y for them they did 1101: realiz.e, I am a person of
=Lor, with high intelligence and a professional backgrotmd.
Since I've attended William Mitchell, I have bad le gal
experience with the St. Paul City and County Attorney's
offices, imd the Hennepin County Attorney's office. I am
presently a Jadicial Clerk for a judge-in Hennepin County, full
time and paid
When my fellow students at William Mitchell learned· that I
had these _positions they ofl:en stated, "Hmv did you get that
job?", strongly inferring that I didn't deseJVe, or could not do,
the job. They always concluded and stared that I got the job
bec,ause I was a uminc:rdty" and not because I actually had the
i11telligence to do the work. They failed to realize that all of
these positions had from 50 to 150 applicants to choose from
and I was just another applicant.
Here at William Mitchell, students of color were i.old point
blank that they were not smart enough to attend law school
and they should quit while they were ahead. A wtiting
instructor told me personally that s/he did n~t understand the
black mind, and I would have to get help with legal writing

elsewhere. S/he could not teach me, s/he said, because "we"
think differently. There was a boycott of the school by the
Minority Lawyers Association. There was a .lawsuit brought
against the school by two professors, one a black man nnd one
a white woman, based on discrimination.
The list of events goes on and on. I started William Mitchell in
1989 and graduate this May. I came to law school to obtain a
Juris Doctor. I always wanted to be a lawyer, but I had a
family and decided to become a nurse (R.N.). Besides, both of
my grandparents were doctors. During my career as a
r egistere d nurse I've bad the opportunity to work with
i#)dren, the elde.dy, and help deliver babies. I've helped save.
lives in intensive care, turned off life support systems, cried
with the dying and their families, and supported doctors,
nurses, patients and families for over eight ye~. I've told
many students here at William Mitchell about my life
experiences and how unfortunate it is that more of us here
haven't experienced them or some similar to these.
Life experiences change a person and h~p m old the person
who you become. How sad it was for me that law school was
so isolated. Very few here depend on and support each other,
especially people different from themselves, people of color.

See PAIN, page 8

Question Authority
by Sue M. Nlpe

effective will they be as lawyers?

On May 14 I will have taken my last exam ever at William
Mitchell and I will graduate on June 14. More than ten years
ago, it was my dream to eventually get to law school. Once I
got to law school, or at least to William Mitchell, I realized it
was my worst nightmare. For the past three years, I have felt
like I have been imprisoned in an oppressive hell and that June
14 is the day my pardon is granted. I sometimes have
nightmares about the way myself and most of my friends have
been treated Because of the lack of caring, the insensitivity,
the lack of commitment to diversity and the treatment of
people like Mru:y Dean and Andrew Haines, J believe Dean
Hogg's title should be changed to Warden Hogg. Even though
they are incarcerated, I sometimes feel that some of my clients
in the LAMP clinic have gotten more support for their
problems and concerns from prison officials than people from
underrepresented groups have gotten at William Mitchell.

Why do so many students say they don't like to confront
people? If you don't think you're going to have to confront
people as lawyers, then perhaps you should read more about
the profession. If you don't start practicing confronting people
and holding them responsible for their actions while you're
students and in other areas of your lives, how effective will you
be as lawyers?

"Why?"

Why do so many students admit there are problems iJ.I: WMCL,
but refuse to be among those who are willing to speak out and
be counted? Those of us who speak out do not enjoy it; in fact,
there are times we have gotten together and just had to cry
because we could not stand the treatment any longer. The
Board of Trustees, the administration and the SBA board of
directors will change only when they are forced to change. If
enough people speak out about the injustices at WMCL, then
change will be forthcoming. The changes I have seen the past
three years are cosmetic only. The substance underneath it all
is still rotten and continues to infect the environment at
WMCL with a putrid odor of insensitivity, discrimination and
retaliation.

Why do so few people at WMCL question authority? Lawyers
question authority all the time when they challenge rules,
statutes and previous cases. If students do not practice
questioning authority in every area of their lives, then how

Why is there a policy of "relatiYes only" being able to hood you
as you graduate? The practice, at least for a couple of eilte
white males, bas been different. Professor Pirsig hooded Law
Review Editor-in-Chief Randy Tietjen and Dean Hogg hooded

Now that the three years are finally ending, I am glad to be

leaving, but I continue to have questions. I think more people
should try to be like four-year- olds and jtist keep asking

SBA President Bob McLeod Yet WMCL con tinues to say· on
the graduation forms that only relatives may hood graduates.
Don't buy it. If they can make exceptions for two people, then
they can make exceptions for all of us. I plan to b e an
exception on June 14.
Why is the exam system the way it is? It doesn't have to be so
oppressive and demeaning. It can be restructured. Three or
four or more smaller exams, exercises or papers would take no
more work than one large exam at the end. Some classes are
structured that way now, e.g., Legal Writing, Trial Advocacy,
and Sex-Based Discrimination. Others, such as Alternative
Dispute Resolution could be. But il is not just these courses
that-could be revamped. lf the purpose of the current system
is to scare the hell out of students, it's working. But isn' t the
purpose to help students learn and know the material so they'll
be competent attorneys when they graduate? Most of the
professors at WMCL are not trained educators and know little
about educational methods. I know some workshops have
been scheduled to address this problem, but much more needs
to be done. The current system favors students who have
better recall and are good at memorizing detail. I do not know
any lawyer who has so many details memolized, unless they
have been practicing for years. Most attorneys use computers,
books and other people to fi nd the information they need.
Competent attorneys will benefit us all. People who graduate

See AUTHORITY, page 8
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boisterous response, he seemed to be quoting his dissenting opinion
in Cicy._of Richmondv. J.A. Croson Co.: "Racial classifications 'drawn
on the presumption that one race is inferior to another or because
they put the weight of government behind racial hatred and
separatism' warrant the strictest judicial scrutiny because of the very
irrelevance of these rationales. By contrast, racial classifications
drawn for the purpose of remedying the effects of discrimination that
itself was race-based have a highly pertinent basis: .... " See 488 U.S.
469,552 (1989). He argued that women and minorities have not
traditionally been included in America's melting pot, and that
Affirmative Action Plans seek to bring women and minorities into the
melting pot first and then actually melting them. He stated that it is
imperative for lawyers that are going to practice law in the real world
to acquaint themselves with the different peoples of this nation.
The school's "Diversity Week" also featured a speech by Judge
Pincham. His speech focused on "Racism in the Law," and
specifically the shortcomings of the U.S. Constitution before its very
first amendment in 1791. The generally poor attendance on the part
of students was made up for by the fact that Dean Hogg and other
staff, faculty and administration were in attendance.
Under Dean Hogg, the college has made a substantial amount of
progress in the area of commitment to diversity. I do respect
anyone's disagreement with me on this matter. All I speak to is what
I know and what my subjective experience has been. The college has
kept the flame of diversity burning even when almost everywhere else

for Natlonal Rape Aws•ess Week.
the wind of discrimination seemed to be blowing much stronger. I
am not saying that the college's commitment to diversity has reached
that point of achievement when the need for any outreach efforts has
entirely disappeared. I am only giving credit that, in my judgment, is
due. I would like to bring this discussion to a halt by making
reference to a remark by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
"From a drop of water a logician ... could infer the possibility of an
Atlantic or a Niagara without having seen or heard of one or the
other. So all life is a great chain, the nature of which is known
whenever we are shown a single link of it. Like all other arts, the
Science of Deduction and Analysis is one which can only be acquired
by long and patient study, nor is life long enough to allow any mortal
to attain the highest possible perfection in it. Before turning to those
moral and mental aspects of the matter which present the greatest
difficulties, let the inquirer learn by mastering more elementary
problems. Let him on meeting a fellow-mortal, learn at a glance to
distinguish the history of the man, and the trade or business to which
he belongs. Puerile as such an exercise may seem, it sharpens the
faculties of observation, and teaches one where to look and what to
look for. By a man's finger-nails, by his coat-sleeve, by his boots, by
his trouser-knees, by the callosities ofhis forefinger and thumb, by his
expression, by his shirt-cuffs - by each of these things a man's calling
is plainly revealed. That all united should fail to enlighten the
competent inquirer is almost inconceivable". lA. Doyle, The
Complete Sherlock Holmes 23 (1927).

PAIN, from page 7
J've often thought how helpful it might be, as a prerequisite for la'h'
school, for students to have had some type of work experience, or
volunteer work with people of different cultures, or with those who
have handicaps. This would help show that all people are of value and
have much to offer society.
I've been told by many lawyers that law school is made up of the people
who become lawyers, the 'good ones and the bad ones. No matter how
diversity is spread, by teaching, seminars or experience, law school is
made up of people from our society. William Mitchell is such a small
community of individuals, but all the ailments of our society can be
found within these walls. This community will shape the way many of
us will practice law. This is why it is so important to make this school
much more than what it is and to rid our community of the infection of
discrimination and hatred.
It frightens me that there are no full-time black professors at William
Mitchell. Being black, I know the need for black mentors, to help us
through the struggle of law school and to share the dreams we have in
obtaining our goals. Also, other students can learn that people of color
have the knowledge and experience to help them learn the law.
All people grow from the experiences we get from interacting with each
other. I hope that the Dean, the administration and all of the
professors at William Mitchell will be able to say they really worked
hard and tried to bring diversity to William Mitchell as well as practice
it. I know that after graduation I will have to return to William
Mitchell, as a legal writing professor or tutor, because I do not want to

abandon those who have so much potential, but are cut down at every
turn.
Sure, we all want to make money so we can enjoy a better quality of
life, but we also need to be satisfied that we had a positive impact on
sociely in our lifetime. A patient of mine, a white man of 52 years, had
triple bypass surgery, then nine months later suffered a heart attack.
He had eveJ)' medication and all of technical science available to him,
plus the best medical care at his disposal. We had a difficult time
controlling his blood pressure ancl.heliad recurring pain. I tried to
comfort bun by giving him a bade rub and as I did, we talked. about his
career as a lawyer and about his family. He told me about his home in
San Diego and about a resort he owned in Northern Minnesota. He
collected classic cars and had provided well for his family. I shared
with him my plans to attend law school and how I wanted to make a
difference for those who are actually hindered by the le_gal and medical
systems.
I didn't realize he was crying until I looked up at his face. I asked him
ifhe was scared. He told me he'd give up everything he owned to have
his health and then he said he would get to know his children and his
wife. Re said hehad forgotten them over the years, llying to obtain the
things he had. Then he told me I would make a great lawyer. if you
make a lot of money, that's O.K. because you have to eat, but don't
forget why you went. Ihe money is not worth it if you don't leave
anything behind that says something about you, and if you don't sham
love with others. I wish I had." He died the next evening.
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from law school with low self-esteem because they were not able to
memorize does not help any of us.
Why is Trial Advocacy a required course? I have been told over and
over that approximately 95 percent of all cases settle. Why don't we
have a required course in negotiations and settlement and put Trial Ad
on the elective list? Few of us want to be or will be litigators. It's time
WMCL started looking at the real world of attorneys. It's no longer the
white male good-old-boy network where these men went to their clubs
for lunch and a cigar to work out deals. While that still exists, WMCL
should be preparing students for the areas where lawyers are needed
most and provide them with the skills that will serve them best in the
ever-changing legal world, especially since so few jobs exist. I am
starting over at almost 40 years of age. I am no longer willing to put in
60-80 hours a week. I will most likely be taking a pay cut of $10,000$15,000 when I re-enter the job market because of the glut of
attorneys. WMCL does all students and lawyers a disservice when it
continues to operate business as usual by taking your $30,000 and not
telling you the whole story about the job market. It is not a rosy
picture.

Why does the SBA Board of Directors feel they have to have alcohol at
the spring picnic to attract students? Alcoholism and other drug
dependency is increasing among lawyers. Last fall, the Minnesota
Women's Consortium reported that 20 percent of women attorneys
have six or more drinks a day. The Board does not understand the
issue for recovering alcoholics. Some of the board members said the
beer would be in a separate tent so people didn't have to l!P near it if
they did not want to. The insensitivity that abounds at WMCL is
amazing.
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Why did the SBA Board of Directors increase the stipends for the
positions of Chair and Treasurer to $2,500 and $1,250, respectively?
When I pointed out that these have traditionally been positions
occupied by males, the SBA Chair didn't even address the issue.
Granted, Kirn Halva is next year's Chair and Sandy Glass-Sirany was
President in 1989-1990, but they are the only two in a long male
history. I hope the trend continues, but I still see a gender issue with
the differences in the stipends.
Why did the SBA Board of Directors agree to take away half of your
voting rights? Even though most of you will have two representatives
to elect next year, the Board decided you could have only one vote.
This is a throwback to the old system where certain people did not have
a full say in who represented them. First year students will have one
representative/one vote. However, other years will have two
representatives/one vote. This is disgusting. It is also disgusting how
few students participate in student government. Until more students
make a commitment to attend SBA meetings, things like this will
continue to happen. It is not too late to reverse this. At the first SBA
board meeting next fall; ask your representatives to restore the one vote
per representative by amending the by-laws.
I have so many more why questions I could fill up an entire issue of
The Opinion myself. What I would hope each. of you would do
beginning tomorrow is ask at least one why question and persevere
until you get an acceptable answer. Don't settle for excuses 1ike "That's
the way we've always done it," or "The Board of Trustees (or
administration or faculty) voted to do it that way." Asking the simple
three-letter question "Why?'' can lead to new ways oflooking at things,
increased knowledge, and more understanding. Please ask, "Why?"

Ididn't do anything wrong,
and If I didn't,
Why do Ifeel that
it is my fault?
Is it because some of my
closest friends hove said to me
"women who dress certain ways
(such as wearing a miniskirt) or
who get themselves
in certain circumstances
(such os going to his apartment)
were asking for it!"
Asking for it••.? Asking for what?
Who ore these people who judge
women this way?
Do they know the meaning of fear
and degradation.I betieved in you
I trusred you
and in one night
you took away what
belonged to me
"myself and the power to say no"
you destroyed mo
I thought I was strong and
Iwas called "a tough woman"
by many of my friends
Iwalked confident ond
sure of myself in ony place
I fear now
Ifear loving once again
Idreamed about that night.••
sometimes in my dreams,
"I om me, happy ond secure"
Iom !hot woman who thought she would never
he hurt physkully and emotionally this way,
I thought I was strong,
Was I wrong to think this wuy?
Iwos raised thinking that w11men hove the
powerto decide ond likewise lo be respected
when the answer is "NO"
I turned my face the other way
ond I soid to myself
"this is not happening to me, it is happening
to someone else."
how-mony times friends come to me
how many times they told me
they have been violated by someone they know
I used to ask myself,
how con they lel someone
toke advantage of them?
the mun is not ostronger!?
they should be oble to
defend themselves!?
Many think bke Idid
thol it would never happen
to them,
Was I bhnd Of ignorant myself?
I didn't realize it unlil b happened to me.
My body Wll5 there but
my mind was some place else
Yes, I don't remember the oct itself,
my mind stiU mn'f deal wilh ii,
How mn you tive wilh yourself 1md
believe that you did nothing wrong?
How dore you teD me
that I was cold us ice-and of one
point you thought I was deod.
Was Isupposed to hove been enjoying

myself?
ond you also said to me
•1 had tu slop to tlS!en
lo your heartbeat. You seem to hove
slopped breothing.
Iknew you were slill breathing
when I sow your eyes btink."
ond You continued'm?mm7
What kind of mun ore you?
Who were you raised by?
Ididn't know you yet
Ihove known you less than three weeks
Iwas starting to trust you_.
Didn't you reotue that only my body was there
but my mind, my sou~ my being, was someplace else,
You destroyed me
You destroyed my happiness
You installed fear on me
Ino longer feel safe
I no longer trust men
I no longer love as freely as before
Yes, Idid say No!
Id"id say GET Off ME!
How mn you live-with yourself when
you have destroyed emolionolly anolher

human beiig?
You.did not kill my body but you
did loll mysoul.
Kille15 sometimes get a tde tenn when they
klo pelSOII
whot should you gBl1
when you hove kUled my soul
and Istil keep living with 1he memory...

Let's Talk Baseball.
performance in Milwaukee remind
anyone of any recent Twins? How about
Jeff Reardon and his late-inning
adventures? Or even better Ron Davis,
Cleveland, and a 10-0 lead?
that the season has started,
is there any other sport worth thinking
about? It's baseball, baseball, baseball
from now until October, with such events
as the Stanley Cup Finals, the British
Open, the U.S. Open (golf), Wimbledon,
the U.S. Open (tennis), and the WLAF
Championship!?, mere hiccups in the daily
dose of Americana known as baseball. So
let's get on with the game!
First a reminder: I am indeed a Twins fan.
But I can't be overly excited with their
start. Sure there are 154 games left in the
season but there are reasons to be
concerned. The pitching staff is already
suspect with the recent performances of
Smiley and Erickson. I think they will be
looking to Tapani as the streak stopper
again this year. Mahomes looked very
solid his first time out but that's just it. It
was his first lime out. Give them a couple
of looks at his stuff and major league
hitters could be all over him. So who's
next? David West? Please! I think this
staff is going to be the weak spot all year
for the Twins. They are not going to be
able to score enough runs to win enough
games to stay with the leaders this year.
Early odds have them at 12-1 to repeat
and that seems fair. The Sox, Rangers,
and A's have all given early notice that this
division is going to be a tough race again
this year. Did Rick Aguilera's early

Second, Shane Mack is off to a hot start
despite the beaning and that is good for
the Twins, but Hrbek is not, and that is not
good. Larkin is a capable fill-in with his
switch-hitting abilities, but he can't carry
the team like Hrbek can when he is hot. I
don't know how long Hrbek will be out,
but I have a feeling it is going to be longer
than this team can afford. I wonder if
there is any way of getting Paul Sorrento
back?
The bottom line is that the Twins pitching
is thin, their offense is good, but not good
enough to stay with the balanced teams
elsewhere in this division. My early
prediction was for second place for the
Twins but right now I am willing to say
third may be the best they can do. Oh
well, I know for a fact there will be some
great games between now and then and
just maybe when this paper comes back in
the fall we will have a pennant race! Go
Twins!
Elsewhere around the league, the early
season injuries have key players out of the
line-up all over the place and this could
have an impact on the divisional races.
The one team not suffering from any early
season problems is the Blue Jays. Of
course the Yankees will fade by summer
and the Red Sox will once again be teasing
New Englanders with the apparition of a

team who may make a race for the
pennant, but it will be the Blue Jays going
away for yet another year. Maybe if Cito
Gaston starts planning his starting rotation
now for the ALCS he will be prepared to
make a contest out of it. His decisions last
fall have got to go down as one of the worst
efforts at staff management in recent
years. This year, though, the Jays should
coast comfortably through the season and
if Joe Carter is healthy they are going to be
serious trouble for the West winner.
Over in the Senior League the early
surprise has to be the Expos, who are off
to a fast start but really can't be expected
to stay at the top. Same for the Padres.
Nobody seems to have come out in a blaze
here so there should be opportunities for
many of the teams to chase the pennant.
Injuries to a number of players may affect
the seasons of a number of teams but it is
early and there is still a lot of time for any
number of unfamiliar players to have
million dollar years and make the races
exciting.
No matter who it is, I don't see anybody in
the NL who can beat the Blue Jays in the
Series. Could this be the year that a team
outside of America wins the World
Series!? Do you think they will be invited
to visit the President or the Prime
Minister? Maybe the Queen?
Regardless, it is going to be another great
summer of baseball and I can't wait. The
sound of the Twins on the radio on a lazy
summer night is almost enough to forget
about the horrendous humidity and the

killer mosquitoes. Alas, "Your good
neighbor to the Northwest" (since when is
Minnesota in the northwest-listen and you
will hear them say this) is only too willing
to oblige us with incessant weather
reports, commercials which invariably run
into the beginning of the next inning, and
one obnoxious announcer (you all know
the one) to ensure that our thoughts of old
baseball heroes and Cooperstown don't
lead us too far away from reality. Maybe I
can get the Blue Jays on the radio if I sit
outside and point to the east....
TWO OTHER SPORTS NOTES: First:
The Final Four is finally over and Duke
deservedly is the first repeat champion
since the days of Bill Walton and UCLA,
but I've got to believe that there are lots of
you out there who feel like me and wish
neither team won. I'll leave it at that.

Next: And the beat goes on. That is the
Gopher hockey team did it again. They
not only lost again in the early stages of the
NCAA playoffs but they lost 8-3. I don't
think this is the kind of tradition Gopher
fans are all that excited over. Has anybody
noticed the remarkable resemblance that
Doug Woog has begun to take to Brad
Beutow? Maybe I am just seeing things.

Have a great summer and don't forget to
come back with your sports beefs or
opinions. We're still waiting for the frrst
response and all are welcome whether you
agree or disagree!

The Summer at It's Best
by Rob Carpentier
The coming of spring causes pulses to
quicken, excitement to build and even
palms to sweat. It causes young and old
alike to feel refreshed and more alive. Yes,
that's right, it's time for baseball. Baseball
in the spring is nice, but in the summer,
it's truly awesome. You see, baseball is the
only major sport played in the summer so
it captures the total focus of the American
sports eye. That "eye" sees a sport so

wrapped in tradition that all other sports
pale in comparison. Think of it: hot dogs,
the warm sun and the idea of "let's play
two," are great. But the greatest tradition
is the fan who looks in awe at the sport,
the one who revels in the glory of his or
her team. What kind of fan is this? It's a
child. Children make baseball great, and
the more kids able to see a given game
make it awesome. Kids have more free
time in the summer (no school), so they
have more time to see a game. If baseball
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makes summer and kids make baseball,
then summer is awesome.
Let me tell you a story. I was born and
raised in New Jersey, about a twenty
minute ride from New York. My father
left us when I was three, but my mother
was more than able to make up for this.
One of the things she did was teach me
about baseball. She taught me to throw
and even to hit (sort of, I mean you need
to see my mother swing a bat to get my
meaning), and she lit a fire in me that will
never be quenched. Anyway, when I was
seven, and just starting to understand the
game, she took me to Yankee Stadium to
see my first game. It was a double-header
(something that is close to extinct these
days) against the Brewers. The teams split
the two games, and I really didn't mind,
because the only reason I rooted for the
Yanks is because Mom did. I remember
two things about that day: The first was
getting lost and having some of New York's
Finest help me find "mommy" - perhaps
my only good memory of a police officer.
The second was the absolute thrill and awe
of the stadium, of the players and of the
people around me. I've felt that kind of
genuineness only two other times in my
life: when I met my wife, and when my
grandmother died. The genuineness
doesn't need to be good, only untainted for
the ins~t it happens.

two teams that in my heart will always
belong to New York. At that time I chose
the Yankees (easy to pick a winner), AND
the G'nts, though I didn't know why then.
The Yankees went on to lose the Series in
four straight to the "Big Red Machine," of
Rose and Bench, but I was hooked.
I'm twenty-three now, and have long since
left the Yankees behind (thanks to Mr.
Steinbrenner), and am now a die-hard San
Francisco follower. Many summers have
come and gone since 1976, and I've seen
about as many ball games as I can without
ever owning season tickets. The game is
still great, even with its modem day faults,
but the big thrill now is to see those seven
year-olds experience what I did sixteen
summers ago. It's great to see them look
wide-eyed at the stadium, to pick their
favorite teams, which more often than not
will stay with them forever, and to pick
new heroes (mine was, and always will be
Craig Nettles, and if you ever saw him
play, you'd know why).
This is a message to parents, not fathers.
Bring your kids to a game. See them
experience all this, and you'll be a kid
again too. I love my mother for many
things, but that warm day in 1976 is among
the best (except for getting lost, of course).
Summer is the very best.

Later that year, I finally picked my favorite
team. Mom pushed for the Word Series
bound Yanks, though she didn't push hard.
There were also the Mets over on "the
Island," and the Dodgers and the Giants,

Los Angeles, CA 90009
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Spring Into Breakfast With My warning
Summer is fast
approaching. At least, as I write
this I hope it is. Rain is falling right now,
softening my winter-frozen garden soil.
Soon the corn seeds and tomato plants will
go into the ground, and anticipation of
their sweet bounty will start.
Until the fresh harvest is here, we have to
make do with the commercial foods that
are marketed to us. For some of us, who
might not have the experience of anything
better, what we are served at local
restaurants is enough. For those of us
whose palates have sampled the gustatory
delights of the world, or whose stoves have
cooked a taste of paradise, the reality of
the offerings of our local restaurants is
sobering indeed.
I am not saying that one cannot Sod food
to eat at a reasonable cost. That, after all,
is the object of this food column. We seek
to serve the appetites and budgets of our
students. It is just that there are so few
"points of light" in an otherwise dim
restaurant scene.
This month I have to say that I was little
impressed with the results of my
explorations. I went to the limits of our
self-imposed fifteen minute radius from
the school. I tried to stay within the limits
of reasonable cost. But I found a general
paucity of gastronomic pleasures.
Cecil's, at 651 Cleveland Avenue,
disappointed me for the first time ever.
The chicken soup was O.K., but the
ambiance and the rest of the menu did not

live up to its former reputation. Maybe it
was a bad day, who knows?
I'll
recommend the soup, maybe with a side of
rye bread.
Hardee's, at Hamline and 1-94, and
McDonald's (wherever you look) are in a
battle of omelette sandwiches. Both now
offer a "western" omelette, full of cheese
and veggies. Neither one struck me as a
real winner, though Hardee's may have
had a slight edge. I can recommend either
one as filling and budget-satisfying, but not
as a gourmand's first choice. McDonald's
has also brought the McRib sandwich
back. As recommended before in this
column, it is spicy and tasty and relatively
inexpensive. No~ something I'd turn
cartwheels over, but good enough.
So? Maybe I expect too much? Natl!
Maybe I just had a bad month. I did have
some pleasurable moments in my
relentless search. Just within our limit, if
you drive _well and truly and don't let the
construction stop you, is the University of
Minnesota campus area. Here, two quick
recommendations stand out to start your
summer off.
The first is the redoubtable, even
venerable, Al's Breakfast at 413-14th
Avenue SE in Dinkytown (a block and a
half off University Avenue at 14th). Al's
has been around forever, or at least since
the '40s, serving various egg and other
breakfast dishes. They only serve
breakfast, and are only open morning
hours. Gastronomically, they have always
been of the highest quality.

MORNING MEDLEY
Al, himself, whom I knew in the early '70s,
established a tradition of unusual and tasty
breakfast combinations. His successors
have maintained their quality, quantity and
reasonable price. I can' t single out one
dish that I'd recommend over another.
But, on revisiting Al's after several years, I
can say that I was again pleased at their
offerings.
Another near-Dinkytown delight is the
Peking Garden at 2324 University Avenue
SE. This was a favorite of mine during law
school. There are specials at dinner and
lunch. The taste-quality is the equal of any
Chinese food I have sampled locally.
Again, there is no single dish to
recommend over another.
What I do recommend is that you try them
for lunch, particularly if there are several
people attending. In that case you can
sample and share several different dishes.
I did this recently with some other folks,
and was pleasantly pleased by the quality
of each dish. As this was at lunch, I was
also happy to see that the prices were
reasonable. If you have the choice and the
time, try Peking Garden over most of the
more familiar establishments within
walking distance of the school. It is well
worth the trip.

4 large eggs
1/4 cup milk, 2% of whole
1/4 pound fresh mushrooms, thin sliced
1 medium yellow onion (or small Vidalia
onion, if available),
chopped
1 large fresh tomato (vine ripened),
chopped
1/2 cup broccoli florets, separated
1 stalk celery, leaves included, fine
chopped
1 small sprig fresh cilantro, chopped
1 small sprig fresh parsley, chopped
2 tablespoons corn oil
dash garlic powder
1 teaspoon paprika
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon white or red pepper
In large, non-stick pan, begin to saute
onions and mushrooms together over
medium-high flame. As they soften, add
spices and stir mixture. Add celery and
herbs, stir well and cover pan for three
minutes. While this cooks, break eggs into
bowl and add milk. Add tomatoes, juice
and all, and broccoli to pan. Stir the eggs
and milk while the veggies cook. Uncover
veggies and add eggs; cook uncovered,
stirring frequently until eggs are set.
Serves four.

Finally, a recipe from my collection. This
is a favorite summer taste treat, with
ingredients from my garden or the
Farmer's Market.

Motorcycle Helmet Laws: APerpetual Cycle?
... but it was the
weekend, he and his wife could
forget about work, the house chores and
the kids, at least for a while. The forecast
called for a clear, blue, sunny Saturday
afternoon.
His wife particularly enjoyed the afternoon
rides - she said it made her feel free. So
he fired up the Harley and they rode off to
no particular place. The wind blew
through their hair and he once again
remembered that feeling. They were free,
if only for a couple of hours.

Before any discussion of motorcycle
helmet laws can be fully understood, one
must understand the essence of
motorcycling,
something · every
motorcyclist understands. It can be
summed up in one word. Freedom.
THE ISSUE
Twelve times in the past ten years, the
Minnesota legislature has attempted to
revive a mandatory motorcycle helmet law
that was repealed in 1976. Each time the
proposed helmet law has met with stiff
resistance from motorcycle enthusiasts
around the state, led by the Minnesota
Motorcycle Rider's Association (MMRA).
Each time the proposed law has not
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passed, but not before much time and
effort has been spent by both sides. The
question is: Could the legislature's time
be better spent on other issues that would
yield a greater savings in human lives and
dollars, or is this time spent worth the
savings that some think would be derived
from a mandatory helmet law?
THE ARGUMENTS
Democratic State Senator Randy Kelly
from St. Paul' s Eastside is the chief
proponent of mandatory helmet laws. Sen.
Kelly believes that driving is a privilege,
not a right, and as much as the legislature
is interested in public safety and to the
extent that helmets may reduce injuries, it
makes sense that motorcycle drivers
should be required to wear them. He says
that the most serious injuries, head
injuries, could be prevented by the use of
helmets.
When asked if helmet laws should be
extended to other more conventional and
accepted sports tha.t create head injuries,
such as bicycling, Kelly replied that in the
future we may be at a point whe·re
mandatory helmet laws should be
extended to bicyclists as well as
motorcyclists.
Besides saving lives and injuries, a helmet
law would also create economic savings,
according to Kelly. Although unsure of
the exact amount involved, available

figures suggest that approximately one
million dollars of state taxpayer money is
spent on medical bills to care for
motorcycle riders who are injured or killed
in motorcycle accidents. Additional losses
to society arise from the inability of these
injured riders to work. These human and
economic losses could be prevented, at
least in part, if these riders had been
wearing helmets; therefore, the helmet law
should be passed. In sum, Kelly believes
that a mandatory helmet law would save
lives, prevent injuries and save money.
Bob Illingworth, founder and executive
director of the MMRA, sees the issue
another way. He believes education is a
more effective way to save lives. The real
issue, Illingworth says, is not helmets but
motorcycle safety, and safety could be and
has been more effectively achieved
through education programs. This is
because motorcyclists more readily comply
with these programs than with helmet laws
that impinge their freedom.
Statistics support this view. Since
Minnesota has shifted its focus away from
helmet laws and toward motorcycle driver
education and awareness, fatalities per
10,000 registered motorcycles have fallen
35 percent. This costs taxpayers nothing.
Motorcyclists have imposed a tax upon
themselves in order to raise funds for the
program. These taxes generate $500,000
per year and are used to educate and train

current as well as future riders.
Also, most motorcycle accidents (like auto
accidents) involve alcohol or drug use.
Responding to this, the MMRA started
and maintains a program called Dial-A
Ride. This program provides riders who
have had too much to drink (and their
motorcycles) a ride from anywhere in the
state to their home.
Lastly, the self-imposed taxes fund a driver
awareness program that heightens all
highway users' (cars, trucks and
motorcycles) awareness of the presence of
motorcycles on the road. These training
programs have been used as a model in 37
other states, and have won Minnesota 12
national safety awards.
Illingworth added that the cost to each
Minnesotan for injured motorcyclists
works out to 30 cents per year, according
to a federal study.
So why not have both helmet laws and the
increased education?
Motorcyclists and legislators agreed a
number of years ago that if they could
reduce fatalities by educating motorcyclists
and the general public, proposed
mandatory helmet laws would be de
emphasized. Wanting to protect their
freedom to choose (and many do choose to
See HELMET, page 11
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~From henceforth
may the fire be on your faces, may
it eat the bread that you eat, may it drink
where you drink."
- The Epic of Gilgamesh

THE BROKEN ARROW BAR
MN Hwy 6, north of the Blue Lake Road
and south of the county line, Emily, MN
218-763-2732
The parking lot. I drove my smart-looking,
red Nissan Sentra into a parking lot full of
Chevy, Ford and GMC pickup trucks. My
car looked like a plate of sushi at a steak
house. All the trucks were full of cute
bumper stickers like "Back Offl!," "NRA
Lifetime Member," "Praise the Lord," and
"Elvis Lives."
The Broken Arrow is the only bar along a
six mile stretch of Hwy 6 and the only bar
in that part of the county with live music.
They have both kinds, "Country," and
"Western."· Half of the outside of the
Arrow looks like Dad's tool shed which he
bought from Menard's and Mom made
him hide behind the garage. The other
half looks like some cheesy ride at the
State Fair Midway that has something to
do with castles. Sort of a concrete-rock
thing.
We parked the car and entered the Arrow.
Two things were special about the night.
First, we had two Spanish girls with us, a
Castillana from Madrid and a Catalan from
Barcelona. Second, it was my birthday.
This had no special significance to me; I
was just happy I'd be getting loaded
without spending any money. As we
walked into the Arrow, pool tables and
bearded men greeted us to the left. We
walked further and the room opened up to
us. Nothing special about it. Your typical
road house, backwater joint: a bar to the
right, stage to the left, big screen in one
corner and pulltabs in the other. The floor
was littered with small tables and big
people. We grabbed tables by the stage,
ordered beers and waited for the band to

Minnesota's New 'Tap' Dance
come back from break. By ordering, I
mean we went up to the bar and brought
the pitchers back to the table. The usual
barmaid, who was the daughter of the
owner, probably had the night off to go to
the prom, or something.
The band came back and started to play.
The usual assortment of Lynard Skynard,
Garth Brooks, The Judds, and CCR was
their play list. Groups of people walked on
to the dance floor and confrrmed all my
suspicions about Caucasians and dancing.
Three girls in particular caught my eye.
Not because they were particularly
stunning, but because they all had the
exact same hair style. It was not flattering.
I tried to figure out if they all gave each
other a home perm or if they all went to
the same hair maintenance specialist in the
trailer park. The world may never know.
I had been to the Arrow many times
before, but this time was different. I was
afforded the opportunity to see America
through the eyes of two Europeans. Not
the America of the urban elite, but that of
the stereotypical - the small town, the
cowboy.. The looks on the Spanish girls'
faces mixed with utterances such as
"Interesting," "Different," and "Oh my"
spoke volumes. The girls got to see the
best and worst America has to offer. The
rocking of the Honky Tonk and the
desperation of groups of smokers and
drinkers. Things had gotten way too
serious so I knew it was time for me to, yes
... DANCE!

As we hit the dance floor, the sweat fell
from me like a waterfall. We boogied, we
danced, I may have knocked a few people
over. The band asked for requests. Since
they didn't know any Cure or NWA, we
settled for "Cherokee Nation" by Paul
Revere and the Raiders, "Rockin' Robin,"
"House of the Rising Sun," an that oh-so
hip mixture of "La Bamba" and "Twist and
Shout." We danced as a group; we danced
individually; I think I danced with the
pulltab lady. A friend of mine started a
conga line and this drunken, sweaty, Wal
Mart-outfitted crowd weaved its way
through the tables and back onto itself.

The crowd started, thinning out. It was a
quarter to one and I needed a shower. We
grabbed our coats and started to leave
when the band yelled at us to stay. They
wanted to know where we thought we
were going with 15 minutes left. Like
zombies we obeyed. The coats were back
on the chairs and we were back on the
dance floor. More Beach Boys, Patsy
Cline and Elvis, and the night was over. In
final, mad desperation we bolted for the
door. We left so fast I forgot to leave a tip.
I feel so bad about it now I think I'll leave
a tip for the Broken Arrow staff in my
review. Move.
(WRITER'S NOTE: A designated driver
took us home on the night of the review.)

1ED'S RECREATION

1084 Larpenteur Ave. W.
488-5773
This is the 15 minute review. I was in
Ted's Rec for 15 minutes. I went to see
the last part of the first half of the Indiana
Duke basketball game. The parking lot is
a little like a mine field, so go slow. The
inside of the bar is uneventful. The bar is
set up on the right side, church social
tables on the left and the head in the back.
In every nook and cranny a video game
merrily blinks back at you. The only two
TVs in the place stood like bookends on
either end of the bar. One of them had
some sort of tube problem and
subsequently the game looked like it was
being played underwater. The other had a
clearer picture, and I imagine Billy Packer
was delivering insightful, pertinent
commentary about the game. I imagine
because I couldn't hear the TV. The song
"Landfall" by Jimmy Buffett was blasting
through the bar. After the song subsided
you could hear the coinmentators for a few
seconds before some Van Halen song
played - announcer tease.
The church social tables set on the right
were unwiped and full of baskets. The
baskets were full of used pulltabs. The
floor of the bar was faux marble checkers
like a barber shop on 7th Street. For the
first time I had no desire to see what the

ceiling looked like. I was scared of what I
might find. The whole place looked like a
bachelor party just finished and the last
drunk had been poured into the last cab.
We ordered some taps and I proceeded to
write a check. The bartender told me they
only accepted local checks: I showed him
that I was from Mendota Heights, and he
stated, "I said only local checks." This says
a lot about Roseville and Ted's Rec. The
whole time you're in this place you feel
like an outsider. Army guys in back and
service industry workers in front stare at
you the whole time you're there. You feel
like you're on trial for having short hair
and not wearing Zubaz or acid washed
jeans. It's like, "Sorry I left my
'Caterpillar' hat at home." As for the Anny
guys at the end of the bar, they looked like
they were 17 and doing what all Army guys
to in public - punch each other in the arm
and chug beer. You could see any one of
these guys in 20 years as a disgruntled
postal employee with an automatic rifle in
his hands.
The service industry workers in the front
were drinking large amounts of alcohol.
Huge water glasses of vodka and half
smoked cigarettes sat in front of each of
them. They were all complaining about
how they couldn't get dates. What a
mystery.
This review may sound negative, as if I
don't like Ted's. This is not true. I love
Ted's, but only for 15 minutes - after a
movie or on the way to another bar.
Natural Roseville atmosphere seeps froin
the walls of this place. The people, the
beer and the Buffett combine for a perfect
15 minutes of sensory overload which
sends you on your way. Some people may
be able to last at Ted's longer, and there,
but for the grace of God, go I.
So I hope to see you at Ted's. Save me a
seat, get me a beer and don't miss me.
Remember: only 15 minutes.

HELMET, from page 10
wear helmets), they imposed taxes on
themselves and created a program that
statistics indicate is working, Illingworth
says. He believes if a mandatory helmet
law passes, motorcyclists will feel betrayed
by the state and cease or at least reduce
their voluntary efforts. They will also seek
to have the self-imposed taxes removed, he
believes. The result would be that
although some fatalities may be avoided at
first, the net lives lost will be greater as the
funding for education, motorcycle
awareness and Dial-A-Ride programs are
abandoned. Although initially some lives
may be saved by the helmet laws, more
will be lost as the educational efforts are
weakened. Therefore, lives (and money)
are saved without the helmet law.
There is one more person to hear from on

highway safety issues. Frank says that if
mandatory helmet laws were imposed he
feared that motorcyclists would back away
from the voluntary programs mentioned
above and that, in theory, this would give
rise to more fatalities.
In essence, Frank agrees with Illingworth.
He says that if every group of highway
users (such as automobile drivers) were as
committed to education as motorcyclists
were, the need for about half of the
mandatory highway safety laws would
vanish. Further, Frank says that most
people, including legislators, don't
understand the amount of voluntary taxes
motorcyclists have imposed on themselves.
He says he wishes every group had the
same concern for safety that motorcyclists
have.

·this issue - Democratic State Senator Don
Frank from Spring Li.ke Park. Frank was
the chief author of the mandatory seat belt
bill, which has become law. He is
considered an expert and a leader on

CONCWSION

Helmet laws are attractive politically
because they only affect a small population
easily stereotyped as "bad-guys." In fact,

Kelly says, "There are a number of people
who don't have a very high regard for
motorcyclists who believe that [the
legislature] should continue to do what
they're doing [not passing a helmet law,
despite his attempts] and let them kill
themselves." Although I do not believe
this is Kelly's attitude, one can't help but
wonder if the low regard for motorcyclists
is the real reason for attempting to
regulate them on an issue that they are
dealing with effectively themselves.
Since the repeal of helmet laws in 1976,
the number of fatalities has fallen by 35
percent per 10,000 motorcycles registered.
Minnesota has moved from the 22nd to
the 3rd safest motorcycling state.
Motorcyclists, in the interest of protecting
their freedom, which is the essence of the
sport, have acted responsibly and continue
to. No one can predict the future, but the
past indicates that Minnesot~ is better off
today without motorcycle helmet laws than
it was with them.

Perhaps our legislator's time would be
better spent trying to eliminate such costly
social ills as cigarette smoking or, as Frank
suggested, better training programs for
auto drivers. At the very least, the
legislature should end the perpetual cycle
of bills attempting to create helmet laws.
The motorcycling community is taking
care of rider safety on its own.

Watch our next issue
for "A Beginner•s
Guide To Australian
Football
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7. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the
use of a set of MBR/BRI outlines,
which can then be traded in for the
most current set when you take the
review course.

And for good reasons ...
1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our

faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
Charles H. Whitebread, David
Epstein, and John Nowak.
2. Comprehensive Outlines -

Every area tested on the bar exam is
covered completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

8. Selected Law Lectures -

Throughout the year, MBR/BRI
offers videotaped presentations to
help you prepare for final exams.
Admission is free to all students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our

multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.

9. $50.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $50.00 discount when

signing up for our Professional
Responsibility Review Course.

4. Mini-Review Program - The

three day Mini-Review program is
held at the end of the regular course.
It includes capsulized multistate
outlines. and additional lectures on
each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement.

5. Day or Evening Classes During our summer course you have
the option of attending live evening
or videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

10. Minneapolis Based Office Our Minneapolis headquarters is
open every business day to serve
you. With MBR/BRI, you will get
answers, not recordings.
6. Excellent Facilities and
ConvenientLocation-The1992
MBR/BRI course will again be held
at the University of St. Thomas,
O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location we have had for·
the past 20 years.

Now you know why, year after year,
Minnesota Bar Review /BRI, Inc. is
the number one choice for bar exam
preparation.

For more information, contact your
campus representatives or call our office at.338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL REPRESENTATIVES
Raymond Bonnabeau

Matt Hanzel

Pepper Wang

Becky Dethmers

Jack Nelson

Sandra Woessner

Tyler Ellison

Daniel Seidel

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

MBR/BRI ... the leader in bar·review.
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